Periodicals in Classical Philology (rev. 2019)
Classics journals are listed in 6 content categories; () = the frequency of publications per year.
1) those publishing only articles
Arethusa (3)
Eugesta - on gender studies in antiquity (1)
GRBS: Greek, Roman, and Byzantine Studies (4) – excludes articles primarily on Latin
HSCP: Harvard Studies in Classical Philology (1) – includes dissertation summaries
Helios (2)
Ramus (2)
BICS: Bulletin of the Institute of Classical Studies (2)
CA: Classical Antiquity (2)
Cambridge Classical Journal (1)
Hesperia (4: publ. of ASCSA) – excludes articles outside of the Greek world
2) those publishing articles and shorter notes
CQ: Classical Quarterly (2)
Eranos (2)
Hermes (4)
MD: Materiali e discussion per l’analisi dei testi classici (1-2)
Philologus (2)
RM: Rheinisches Museum für Philologie (4)
ZPE: Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik (4–5)
3) those publishing only book reviews
CR: Classical Review (2)
Gnomon (8)
4) those publishing articles, notes, and book reviews
CP: Classical Philology (4)
JHS: Journal of Hellenic Studies (1)
Mnemosyne (6)
QUCC: Quaderni urbinati di cultura classica (3)
International Journal of the Classical Tradition (4)
NECJ: New England Classical Journal (4)
5) those publishing articles and book reviews
AJP: American Journal of Philology (4)
TAPA: Transactions of the American Philological Association (1: publ. of SCS)
CJ: Classical Journal (4: publ. of CAMWS)
CW: Classical World (6: publ. of CAAS)
G&R: Greece and Rome (2)
JRS: Journal of Roman Studies (1)
Latomus (4)
MH: Museum Helveticum (3)
Phoenix (2)
REG: Revue des études grecques (1)
REL: Revue des études latines (1)
RIFC: Rivista di filologia e di istruzione classica (4)
SO: Symbolae Osloenses (1)
WS: Wiener Studien (1)
Hermathena (2)

6) More specialized online journals
Arachnion: A Journal of Ancient Literature and History on the Web - its purpose is to become an
"electronic voice" for European classical scholarship.
Classical Receptions Journal (Oxford Academic) covers all aspects of the reception of the texts
and material culture of ancient Greece and Rome from antiquity to the present day.
Didaskalia publishes news related to ancient theater and modern productions of ancient theater,
listings of upcoming productions and drama-oriented events, and reviews of books and
productions pertaining to ancient theater.
Digressus - formed by postgraduates at the universities of Nottingham and Birmingham in order
to give postgraduates in Classical Studies the opportunity to begin publishing.
HISTOS is an electronic Journal of Ancient Historiography published by the University of
Durham (UK). Articles and notes will be published both on the Web and in hard-copy format.
Scholia (University of Natal) features critical and pedagogical articles and reviews on a diverse
range of subjects dealing with antiquity, medieval, Renaissance and early modern studies related
to the classical tradition.
Dictynna – “revue de poétique latine” – based at the University of Lille 3, France. Excludes
articles primarily on Greek topics.

